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By Charles Babcock
PLATFORM AS A SERVICE is a form of cloud computing that holds considerable
potential to help enterprise developers quickly write and test customer- or employee-facing Web applications, something that companies of all stripes will be under
growing pressure to deliver. These online development environments come from a
range of vendors, including Salesforce.com (Force.com), Microsoft (Azure, starting next
month), and startups such as WaveMaker.
These platforms tend to center around one development language or methodology—not a bad
thing for enterprise developers, who aren’t looking for just any platform but one that matches
their preferences in tools and language, such as .Net, Java, or Ruby on Rails. The platforms
promise more efficient coding through automation of tasks such as setting up a newly composed app as a Web service. Most also offer a cloud infrastructure service, or links to vendors
such as Amazon.com, so that developers can launch what they build in a cloud infrastructure
that can keep up with demand for the new application.
In those cases, the appeal of the platform-as-a-service approach is that you develop using the
same standards and technologies as the application will run under in production. This
approach cuts out the messy migration of moving an application off a Windows development
box and into its target production environment. Debugging also occurs in an environment
equal to the target production environment, leading to a surer resolution of bugs.
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And it promises faster development. Developers on Force.com built Web apps 4.9 times faster
than with conventional Java or .Net methods, Nucleus Research found in a review of 17
Force.com projects last May. That’s thanks to Force.com’s workflow engine, pre-built user interface, database connectivity, and tested application infrastructure and security.
But platform as a service is still at an early stage. Force.com is one of the most established platforms, and its road map isn’t 100% clear, with questions about whether Salesforce will ever
support a standard programming language alongside its own Apex. So far, the market’s breaking along platform-specific lines: Engine Yard for Ruby on Rails development, WaveMaker for
Ajax; Azure for Windows, Visual Studio, and .Net; and Google’s AppEngine for Python and
Java. To allow faster development and scalability of the cloud, the trade-off is fewer choices for
the developer. Sooner or later, an enterprise developer will hit a constraint in the platform that
proves unpalatable. Below is what some platform-as-a-service vendors offer, who they might
appeal to, and their limitations.
FORCE.COM
Force.com is built on the Salesforce server infrastructure, and all Force.com apps, like Salesforce
CRM, are built around a central database. It will appeal to companies that subscribe to Salesforce,
are familiar with its data-centric apps, and are willing to learn its Apex programming language.
Force.com presents a series of wizards and forms that can speed basic application layout and
connection to outside services. It includes a Web services API that’s aware of which Web services can be used by an app and provides a WSDL path to the service. A year ago, Salesforce
added VisualForce, a user interface builder based on Adobe’s Flex components. With these
tools, app builders can connect to their Salesforce CRM and other applications, extract data,
and build database triggers that update various tables as events occur.
The platform also includes AppExchange, a library of 800 applications that can be bought and
used by the app builder, and connectors to SAP and Oracle ERP. It has standard industry connection buses from Tibco, or IBM WebSphere MQ and Oracle Fusion middleware can connect
a Force.com app to legacy software.
In some cases, these messaging connectors will transform data they’re getting from the source
application into the format needed by the cloud app. That’s an area, though, where it’s risky to
take much for granted. Test early and often.
AZURE
Microsoft’s Azure platform is still only a promise, with launch slated for the company’s Nov. 16
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developers’ conference, but enterprise developers used to writing to Windows should look forward to a new platform to build collaborative apps and services for use inside companies and
with customers. Developers familiar with Visual Studio and .Net should find Azure to be a fullfeatured platform, and PHP developers also will find Azure optimized for the Web-friendly scripting language. If Microsoft delivers anything less with Azure, developers will be disappointed.
Azure’s operating system will be Windows, but Microsoft is talking up interoperability and
open standards. Its APIs are based on public REST, XML, and SOAP standards. Microsoft just
joined Simple API, an open source project founded by PHP supplier Zend to give developers a
common way to call services out of different clouds.
In addition to supporting .Net languages such as C# and Visual Basic, Azure will support the
open source PHP language and Microsoft’s Iron Ruby, a version of Ruby on Rails that works
under Windows. Prashant Ketkar, director of Azure product management, concedes that the
Ruby community “doesn’t particularly fancy” Iron Ruby.
Though Azure is optimized for .Net, Ketkar doesn’t rule out support for non-Microsoft languages. Java would attract the most new developers to Azure.
In the future, SharePoint and Microsoft CRM will be services available through the platform. It
won’t be easy to bring legacy apps to Azure initially, Ketkar acknowledges, and for now it’s
aimed at new applications.
WAVEMAKER STUDIO
WaveMaker is an open source platform meant to let developers write the kind of interactive
Web apps Ajax is noted for, without locking developers into using more of a vendor’s technology. WaveMaker uses standard Ajax, which runs across browsers without modifications and isn’t
dependent on a vendor’s database or other services.
It features drag-and-drop assembly using Ajax widgets, Web services, database services, and the
Dojo Ajax toolkit of user interface components. It also includes a drag-and-drop interface for
managing images and files, and data widgets connect enterprise data sources to browser
actions. For client-server developers used to working with visual tools, it’s a familiar look. The
platform supports single sign-on based on the JOSSO standard.
WaveMaker claims it cuts two-thirds of typical development costs through time-saving features, letting developers complete a Web app by writing only a few lines of custom code. A just-announced
feature will let apps built with Studio be deployed in one click through RightScale’s cloud management software, making it easier to run them on different cloud vendors’ infrastructures.
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ENGINE YARD
Engine Yard is a cloud service from a 3-year-old startup that offers Ruby on Rails, an open source
scripting language largely used for Agile-oriented development in the Rails framework. As an
Engine Yard service, Ruby on Rails gets an architected environment where applications can be
built using Gems or Ruby modules. For example, Capistrano is an open source module written in
Ruby that’s frequently used to distribute a repeatable task, such as logging in, over many servers.
Using Engine Yard, a developer can deploy a Rails application with one click onto a cloud infrastructure. Engine Yard—which counts Amazon among its investors—offers customers the option of using
Amazon infrastructure services as their runtime environment, or an Engine Yard-managed cloud.
APP ENGINE
The Google App Engine is a service set up to run a Python or Java application on Google’s
infrastructure. Applications running there will find that the Google grid automatically handles
issues of reliability and scalability.
President Obama conducted a virtual town hall meeting this spring using the Moderator application on App Engine, and it handled 700 hits per second, registering almost 93,000 people
and 104,000 questions. App Engine’s appeal is that it’s designed to scale up with consistent,
fast user response times, so most apps on it will be externally facing.
But staying fast means sacrifices, and that might nix some enterprise development. Google bans
standard relational database operations, such as SQL Joins, that invoke procedures across multiple machines of the Google grid. It also bans searches through an entire database, restricting a
query to returning 1,000 rows.
Google doesn’t apologize for making developers architect for GQL, its version of SQL, and Big
Table, its database system. “When they do, they get incredible power and performance,” says
Chris Beckmann, a product manager for App Engine. Google App Engine runs a subset of
Python, plus scripting languages Groovy, Ruby on Rails, and JavaScript that run in Java virtual
machines. Google has no plans to add languages.
App Engine includes APIs for storing data and loading pictures into an application without further programming, and it recently added the Pub Sub Hubbub protocol to prompt Atom and
RSS feeds, and near-real-time notices of new blog postings.
BLUE CLOUD
IBM has a broad initiative dubbed Blue Cloud, though it has been vague about how platformas-a-service offerings will be part of that, and when. Some clues, however, lie in China.
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For thousands of small businesses around the city of Wuxi, in eastern China, IBM is providing
a shared online development environment that’s part of an effort for the region to transition its
manufacturing economy to services. IBM’s also deploying a cloud platform for the city of
Dongying, in China’s oil-producing Yellow River Delta, that will serve as an e-government and
business services platform, says Kristof Kloeckner, CTO of IBM cloud computing.
Some of the technologies IBM is implementing as cloud platforms in China will become beta
versions of products in the next few quarters and generally available before the end of next
year, says Kloeckner.
IBM envisions developers using cloud versions of Rational tools to more easily build a Web application that’s supported by IBM’s DB2 database and WebSphere middleware to manage scaling issues.
For IT teams already using Tivoli for systems management, providing automation, provisioning, and
monitoring in the cloud would be an extension of the familiar Tivoli management interface.
The development platform will offer “pre-defined deployment choices,” says Kloeckner—meaning developers will eventually be able to create apps in any virtual machine image to fit the
cloud infrastructure in which they’ll be deployed. Initially, they’ll be VMware images.
Kloeckner says businesses expect to interact with customers using apps in public clouds but do
transactions and collect sensitive data inside the firewall.
These vendors, with varying degrees of readiness, provide examples of development platforms in
the cloud. Distributed software development is a natural activity for cloud-based development,
as is building Web apps that will be deployed on cloud infrastructure, ready to scale up to hundreds of thousands of users if they attract users and meet with success. As they get established,
these platforms are likely to offer more sophisticated services, with less painful trade-offs
between automation and customization, making them the go-to place to build any Web app.
Write to Charles Babcock at cbabcock@techweb.com

Weigh The Risks And Benefits
Before Deciding
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By Dana Moore
RISKS
Vendor lock-in There are a small number of platform-as-a-service vendors today, and most
have interests rooted in building a binding relationship through a comprehensive offering.
Vendors such as Microsoft have been doing this for decades, and if the vendor remains viable
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and relevant and responds to the user community, it’s generally a benefit for both parties.
Technical Immaturity Every cloud framework has its own interface methods, services, and
costs. The unfolding nature of the platform-as-a-service approach puts everything at risk—costs
could change overnight, services could be dropped, and quality of service could worsen.
Standards bodies are just beginning to look at the market. Would you bet a critical business
application on such a new arrival?
Privacy and Control Vendors generally offer extensive protection methods, and it’s in their
interests to offer high levels of security. PaaS often provides a relatively sophisticated suite of
access controls. But you, not the vendor, still own the risk.
Misjudging “Flexibility versus Power” Generally, you want more flexibility over design,
development, and deployment for a custom system such as a new profit center—and PaaS
doesn’t offer flexibility. Instead, it gives power and ready-made services. The trade-offs are
similar to the ones for outsourcing.
BENEFITS
Testing is Deployment The U.S. Army vows to “fight like we train and train like we fight.” For
development teams, that translates to test like they deploy and deploy like they tested. Cloud
computing gets them very close—trying multiple machines, different configurations, and different locations; running stress tests; and testing compatibility, performance, and response in ways
impossible in a local environment.
Dynamic Allocation To compete with the pace set by the likes of Twitter, Facebook, and
Google, modern IT teams must be able to all but flip a switch to turn up a new service or features, or test it on a small segment of customers. Before cloud computing, that was unthinkable. Now business IT teams can approach the “perpetual beta” for which Google is known.
Internal Entrepreneurship The biggest strategic benefit is that developing through platform as a
service, combined with quick deployment on infrastructure online, can empower visionaries in
any part of the company. Consider creating a cloud budget, letting teams experiment with
cloud computing resources, and see what they dream up.
Dana Moore is a division scientist at BBN Technologies.
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The Many Flavors Of Platform Services
For Cloud Computing
By Ken North
PARADIGM SHIFTS IN COMPUTING are sometimes marked by organic growth as new
platforms and tools pop up. So it is with cloud computing as platform-as-a-service (PaaS) solutions help accelerate adoption of the cloud model. Without a capital outlay, PaaS enables developers to create social, business, and other applications and helps independent software vendors
(ISVs) create software-as-a-service (SaaS).
PaaS solutions have particular appeal for startups, projects with ambitious deadlines, and
organizations with a limited budget for capital expenditures. PaaS can remove the capital
expenditure roadblock without the burden of diminished functionality. The richness and variety of development environments is one reason the PaaS model has appeal for system integrators and developers, particularly those building Web applications. Suites such as SAP and
Epicor will undoubtedly increase cloud adoption among business users, but PaaS also has
much to offer to those who are building and integrating systems. PaaS users can create custom
solutions and fully utilize business process modeling, workflow tools, object modeling, data
modeling, and packaged applications.
Developers whose expertise is service-oriented architecture (SOA), Web-oriented architecture
(WOA), or enterprise- or Windows-application development can find a cloud solution that lets
them leverage their particular expertise. They can host existing tools and applications in a private
cloud or use a cloud infrastructure provider such as Amazon EC2 and Terremark vCloudExpress.
Some may choose the PaaS option because it can provide a rich tool set without a large capital outlay. PaaS can take several forms, including platforms for creating social, enterprise, database, analytics, reporting, office suite integration, and other applications. Companies such as NetSuite and
Salesforce.com first released a SaaS product, and then followed up by offering the underlying platform as a service. Other PaaS offerings include Aptana Cloud Connect, GigaSpaces XAP, Google
AppEngine, LongJump, Microsoft Windows Azure, Rackspace Cloud Sites, and Zoho Creator.
With a variety of application suites, development platforms and deployment environments, PaaS provides a range of choices for the public and private cloud. Some platform providers offer a catalog of
existing applications and model-based or template-based creation of new applications. Others offer
suites for business process modeling (BPM), customer relationship management (CRM), or enterprise
resource planning (ERP). There are platforms that offer proprietary technology for development and
deployment, and various PaaS providers offer a Java, .NET, and, Web 2.0 development environment.
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Salesforce.com and LongJump are enablers of multi-tenant application development, with technology for application design, visual layout, modeling, workflow, integration, and data sharing.
Oracle offers a platform for SaaS, with software that enables an independent software vendor
(ISV) or system integrator, such as CSC and Wipro Technologies, to offer the Oracle stack as a
service. Oracle On Demand is more SaaS than PaaS, with application suites such as PeopleSoft,
Siebel, and J.D. Edwards. But it’s possible to provide customization for Siebel CRM, for example, by developing gadgets similar to Web 2.0 mashups. NetSuite offers CRM and enterprise
resource planning (ERP) suites online and its PaaS offering is based on its standards-based
Business Operating System. Developers can use JavaScript when creating applets or suitelets.
Like Salesforce.com, NetSuite licenses Progress DataDirect middleware to provide connectivity
to the disparate data sources in its suites.
Notable differences between traditional enterprise computing and cloud deployments include
elasticity, location independence, and multi-instance or multi-tenant applications. Servers can
be located in different locations, even different geographical regions, and an application doesn’t
know the location of resources it uses. Implicit with a robust cloud application is elastic processing power and storage, load balancing, server failover, and running in a virtualized environment. There are Web-services APIs for invoking cloud services, as well as tools for monitoring applications in the cloud. Multi-level security (discussed below) should be integral to the
architecture of cloud applications that require access to confidential data.
Beyond the defining characteristics of a cloud application, complexity, integration, and run-time
environments can vary. Some developers are doing ad hoc projects marked by little or no integration
with disparate applications, services, and data sources. For such projects, a developer might need
only a minimalist PaaS for developing Web (JavaScript, PHP, Perl, Ruby), Java, or .NET applications.
Building industrial-strength applications or an SOA for the cloud calls for a feature-rich PaaS with
data modeling, process modeling, Web services, workflow, collaboration, and a services bus.
BPM, WORKFLOW, RULES
BPM is a model-driven approach to building software and BPM vendors have jumped into the
PaaS market with their product suites. Both the enterprise suite and PaaS users have access to
libraries with pre-built forms and process templates. Other PaaS solutions are rule-driven, creating a new application by defining and storing its rules.
Appian Anywhere is a new PaaS edition of the Appian Enterprise BPM suite. It supports the
development of reusable functional components that encapsulate rules and Web-services interfaces. The multi-tenant edition hosted on Amazon EC2 and the premium edition support
encrypted communications and SAML for authentication. The Appian eFORUM includes forms
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libraries and pre-built application and process templates for HR, purchasing, government procurement, financial compliance, and more.
Pegasystems SmartPaaS is hosted at Amazon EC2 and offers a 99.95% service-level agreement
(SLA). The Pega AMIs work with Oracle and DB2 databases, Linux or Windows, Tomcat or
WebSphere application servers. SmartPaaS includes solutions for CRM, CRM for Insurance,
and CRM for health care. The SmartPaaS health care solution, for example, includes applications for core functions such as claims, customer services, acquisition, and retention.
Magic Software has been an application development tool vendor for more than 20 years, so it
is no surprise it has a feature-rich, rule-driven PaaS. Magic uniPaaS includes a business rules
repository and a metadata-driven rules engine. It integrates with .NET, Java, COBOL, and RPG
programs by using remote procedure calls and Web services. Magic uniPaaS transparently manages connections to heterogeneous databases and it stores complete application descriptions in
an XML-encoded repository. The repository on a uniPaaS server includes forms, metadata,
business rules, application logic, dialogs, and report definitions.
INTEROPERABILITY AND PORTABILITY
Many .NET, Java, and Linux developers have developed expertise and code libraries they
would like to apply to PaaS projects. The same is true of developers using PHP, Perl, Python,
and Ruby on Rails and Web 2.0 technology. One advantage of Java or .NET is application
portability, thus avoiding vendor lock-in. Portability is a major consideration for migrating
enterprise applications to the cloud or using the cloud as the development environment for
creating enterprise applications. Cloud nirvana will be attained when we can seamlessly move
applications between the enterprise data center and the cloud. Until that’s commonplace, we
should look to shared repositories and being able to import models, application objects, and
classes when building a cloud application.
Java developers can build software in the public or private cloud using familiar APIs and tools.
Some PaaS solutions support the Spring framework, Grails, Hibernate, and Java Enterprise
Edition (Java EE) APIs. There are various capabilities found with Java EE that are well suited to
the cloud. Deployed Java EE components are portable across application servers running J2EE
1.4 and newer versions. The standard archive formats (EAR, EJB-JAR, WAR) permit deployment across different servers without change. Other cloud-friendly features include Jini, Java
Management Extensions (JMX), JConsole monitoring, application servers that support failover,
and EJB containers that are loadable on demand. Issues of elasticity and location independence
can be addressed with frameworks from GigaSpaces and GridGain.
Java developers building applications or services for cloud development can choose from sever10 Oct. 2, 2009
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al PaaS platforms, including GigaSpaces XAP, Google AppEngine, GridGain Open Cloud
Platform, Stax, and VMWare Cloud Foundry. Stax Networks provides a Web container hosted
on Amazon EC2 that enables you to move existing Java applications to the cloud. The Stax
platform supports Struts, Wicket, Spring, Hibernate, GWT, and Adobe Flex. VMWare acquired
SpringSource and Cloud Foundry to move into the PaaS space, and assist the deployment and
management of Grails, Spring, and Java applications.
Google AppEngine is a platform for creating Web applications for the Google cloud using
Python, Java, or other languages that use a JVM-based interpreter. AppEngine includes task
queues, an integrated data store, an Eclipse plug-in, system status dashboard, Google Web
Toolkit, Java Servlet environment, and sandbox security. The Python environment provides
APIs for memcached, image, and mail services.
GigaSpaces XAP is a platform that provides the flexibility to take enterprise applications and
deploy them in the cloud, or use the cloud to develop such applications. Financial institutions
have deployed XAP for trading systems, and GigaSpaces offers the XAP Cloud Platform on
Amazon EC2. It uses a tuple spaces variant to support high throughput for processing transactions, while supporting Spring, Hibernate, and JDBC access to SQL databases. Developers can
also use it with Jetty, Glassfish, and MySQL. GridGain established its reputation with a Java
platform for the computational grid that can exploit parallel processing, such as Hadoop
MapReduce jobs. GridGain Open Cloud Platform enables developers to deploy grid applications in a cloud infrastructure. It’s an open-source platform, with a service provider interface
architecture, that’s available on Amazon EC2. It uses IP multicast discovery, JMS communications, and peer-to-peer class loading to provide a virtual environment in the cloud.
WINDOWS AZURE, .NET IN THE CLOUD
Windows Azure provides a pay-per-use bundle that includes Windows Live, Microsoft
SharePoint Services, Microsoft Dynamics CRM Service, .NET Services, and SQL Azure. Viewed
through a developer prism, the Windows Azure platform includes the Compute service, Storage
service, and the Fabric on which they depend. The platform is intrinsically tied to Windows-for
example, to use the Compute service, a developer writes a Windows application that deploys in
a Web role and/or a Worker role. Services written for Windows Azure implement Web roles,
Worker roles, or both. Web roles are applications accessible via HTTP or HTTPS end points.
Windows Live Services include application services, geospatial services, user services, mesh
services, and a variety of other services for search, communications, devices, directories, identity, synchronization, and users. Windows Azure provides scalable storage for binary large
objects (Blobs) and tables, complemented by a queuing service and .NET services. The core
components of Windows Azure .NET services include an Access Control Service, a Service Bus,
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and a Workflow Service. Windows Azure .NET services comply with de facto standards for
protocols and Web services, including Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), HTTP, and representational state transfer (REST). The Access Control Service provides federated identity support with support for Active Directory, Tivoli Directory Server, Windows Live ID, X.509 certificates, and security cards.
A storage account provides a namespace that can contain multiple Blob containers, each being
separately accessible via a URI and a RESTful interface. Azure provides PUT, GET, DELETE,
copy Blob, and get Blob list commands. For Blob access, Azure supports commit logic and
optimistic concurrency. Blobs can be processed in blocks and Azure supports block uploads in
parallel and out-of-order sequence. Out-of-order blocks are not committed until receipt of a
PUT blocklist command. Azure supports client caching and optimistic concurrency with conditional PUT and GET.
Microsoft is positioning Azure to encourage organizations to use it for a business hub in the
cloud. To complement databases in the cloud architecture (SQL Azure), the Microsoft
Synchronization Framework enables sharing of data from multiple data sources, including
enterprise databases and mobile devices. The framework provides bidirectional synchronization
and the capability to publish data from disparate databases. The data hubs use multiple trust
levels to implement different classes of data access. Developers experienced with .NET can program for .NET services using a familiar development environment, Visual Studio, plus the
.NET Services SDK. The Windows Azure developer can use C#, C++, Windows APIs, and
.NET. Also available are a Ruby SDK and Java SDK for .NET services, with the latter using the
Metro Web-services stack.
In addition to Windows Azure, developers immersed in .NET can also use PaaS solutions from
Rackspace and Skytap. Rackspace Cloud Sites provide a platform for .NET, Active Server Pages,
and Microsoft SQL Server development -- but Rackspace’s TrueHybrid load balancing also supports Linux. Therefore, Rackspace Cloud Sites developers can use MySQL, Perl, PHP, Python,
and Drupal for content management. Skytap is a vehicle for developing and testing applications, and its cloud-based Lab Manager can be used for testing Windows 7 applications.
Included in the Skytap offering is a library of virtual machine images and pay-per-minute pricing for on-demand users.
MULTI-TENANT APP PLATFORMS
One PaaS feature that marks a departure from traditional enterprise computing is the multitenant architecture. In a multi-tenant cloud environment, users share applications and databases, thus requiring fewer database servers.
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The LongJump Business Application Platform provides an MVC (model-view-controller) architecture
for building single-tenant, multi-tenant, on-premise, and cloud-hosted applications. Developers can
use Java, Asynchronous Java and XML (AJAX), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Services
Description Language (WSDL), components, mashups, and other familiar technology. Developers
can design, build, and customize applications using an ER-based data modeler, Eclipse Plug-In,
REST application programming interface (API), AJAX controller API, REST API, and localization and
translation libraries. The LongJump PaaS also bundles Web forms, the Java function library, workflow designer, policy engine, notification engine, e-mail integration, calendar management, and a
catalog of pre-built applications. It runs in a Linux environment with MySQL databases.
Cordys offers a multi-tenant application and cloud orchestration solution known as Cordys
Process Factory. The Cordys PaaS platform supports creating business applications as
MashApps that combine data from Google Apps, Web services, on-demand applications, onpremise applications, and other sources. Process Factory supports data mashups, user interface
mashups, and process mashups. The MashApp Composer can be used to assemble mashable
components from a process library, widget repository, and Web services.
FORCE.COM
Salesforce.com is a pioneering CRM SaaS vendor with much experience hosting multi-tenant
applications. Its PaaS offering, Force.com, includes a runtime engine that loads application-specific metadata at execution time. For each application, the Force.com Universal Data Dictionary
stores metadata about reports, forms, access lists, work flow, business logic, and database
resources-including indexes and tables. The application metadata is stored in a database and
cached for performance.
Developers using the Force.com platform have access to existing Salesforce.com applications.
The AppExchange catalog contains more than 150 services and 800 applications, including
analytics, sales, finance, marketing, and human resource applications. Developers can customize applications from the library or create new applications using Visualforce, the Apex language, a collection of objects, and the Force.com Web-services API. Force.com provides a
declarative environment, thus advanced administrators can define formulas, objects, workflow,
and rules instead of writing code.
For building applications, Force.com developers can use the Apex language, a collection of
custom objects, an Office toolkit, Visualforce Pages, and a capability for building custom components. The Office toolkit enables developers to access the Force.com web-services API from
within Microsoft Office applications using the Component Object Model (COM). Force.com
also provides support for devices including the Blackberry and iPhone.
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Visualforce provides a markup language similar to HTML, with tags that correspond to user-interface objects. In addition to Visualforce tags, the markup within a page can also include HTML code,
Flash, and JavaScript. Visualforce Pages support e-mail integration, templates, custom style sheets,
custom controllers, data validation rules, and Rich Internet Applications with AJAX. Force.com also
provides an object query language (SOSL) and task templates for modeling processes. A Process
Visualizer that uses Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is in beta test.
Force.com exposes a metadata API, and SOAP and REST Web-services APIs. The Web-services
API is a solution for adding functionality to customize applications, such as the existing CRM
applications. Developers can invoke a Web service for customizing composite applications that
do not require transaction support and that process only one record at a time. There is a REST
Bulk API for loading large data sets. The Metadata API is used for customizing information,
such as page layouts and object definitions. The Metadata API supports creating, retrieving,
updating, deleting, and deploying customization information.
ZOHO AND RUBY
Zoho Creator is a PaaS solution for creating reporting, analysis, and other database-enabled
applications. It provides a visual user interface and forms builder, the capability of importing
Microsoft Office data, several collaboration levels, and integration with RESTful Web services.
Developers storing data in Zoho Creator can program in Perl, PHP, Ruby, and other Web-services programming languages. Zoho Marketplace offers application packages and an exchange for
selling or buying services.
The Web-oriented architecture emerged as an alternative to SOA for lightweight applications,
including database-enabled applications and dual-mode applications (desktop and Web)-thus
veering into Ruby territory, where AJAX, mashups, and Rich Internet Applications have also
developed a following. Aptana Cloud Connect is pay-per-use PHP and Ruby on Rails environments hosted in the Joyent cloud. Aptana Studio is a popular development environment for
Web 2.0 and dual-mode applications, using PHP, Ruby on Rails, and Adobe Air. The PaaS solution, Aptana Cloud Connect, provides scalable PHP, Apache, MySQL, and Aptana Jaxer platforms. It includes Aptana Studio integration, database tools, Eclipse compatibility, a dashboard
for monitoring sites, and secure communications. Engine Yard is a PaaS provider focused on
supporting Ruby and Ruby on Rails with a cloud infrastructure. It offers a Rails runtime stack,
auto-healing, and monitoring for Ruby applications running in the Amazon EC2 cloud.
SOCIAL PLATFORMS PAAS
Social networking has caught on with millions of people and is now often used as a business
tool for collaboration. Aside from companies creating Facebook pages, Zembly and Adobe
Flash Collaboration Service have emerged as social PaaS enablers.
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Adobe Flex is a popular solution for Web development and creating rich Internet applications
(RIA). The Flash Collaboration Service enables developers to combine Flex client components
with an Adobe-hosted cloud that supports multi-user audio and video chat, collaboration tools,
and other applications. It supports authentication, shared white boards, webcam video, VoIP
audio, and real-time file sharing.
Zembly.com provides a PaaS solution for building gadgets, widgets, and mashups for social
platforms and devices, including Facebook, iGoogle, and iPhone. Zembly provides a browserbased IDE and templates for creating small code snippets, not large programs. Zembly data
services are created with JavaScript and APIs using the Web Application Description Language
(WADL); and Zembly.com provides a multi-tenant application hosting platform for applications
created with Zembly.
SECURITY
When confidential and mission-critical application data reside in a cloud, security should be integral to the system architecture. Not all PaaS platforms contain integral multi-level security, so it
might be necessary to augment the platform. The system architect should exploit libraries and
technology for encryption, secure networking, three-factor authentication, virtual private servers,
database security, identity management, a secure VM infrastructure, and application virtualization.
(Application virtualization provides encryption and separation of an application from its data.)
Developers using a PaaS solution without a secure storage option can look to secure cloud storage from Amazon Simple Storage System (S3) and GlobalLockBox.com. Developers use S3 by
invoking Web-services interfaces; Amazon uses cryptographic techniques for authenticating
users. The data can also be encrypted. Social networks, Web applications, and mobile devices
can use GlobalLockBox.com, a secure information exchange that provides multi-key access and
secure messaging. The company that built GlobalockBox.com, Machine-to-Machine Intelligence
(m2mi) Corp., also provides a cloud front end and middleware that work with plug-in libraries
for encryption. For virtualized clients, it uses a commercial library for encrypting business
applications; for government projects, it uses the NSA Suite B Cryptography for IPSec (a library
that incorporates elliptic curve cipher technology).
MORE AND BETTER
The plethora of PaaS platforms provides catalogs of existing models, templates, and applications to assist in the development of cloud applications and services. Developers can adopt a
comfortable metaphor, whether it’s visual drag-and-drop, model-driven, or rule-driven development. Platforms are available that exploit proprietary technology. Others are built around standards-based technology and Java, .NET, or Web 2.0 technologies.
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The APIs from platform providers vary, so there are still portability and interoperability issues
in some cases, but the future of PaaS looks very bright.
Ken North is an author, consultant, and industry analyst. He teaches seminars and chaired the XML
Devcon 200x conference series, Nextware, LinkedData Planet, and DataServices World 200x conferences.
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